
Act Safely:
Communicate 

Effectively:
Act Respectfully:

Project 
Professional 

Image:

Promote 
Teamwork:

    I act quickly and decisively
    when anyone's physical safety 
    and well-being is at risk. 
    I do not look the other way.

    I create a safe and 
    inviting environment for 
    communicating. 

    I acknowledge others, make 
    eye contact and smile.

    I dress in a professional 
    way that respects all. 

    I get to know the 
    people I work with to 
    build better working 
    relationships.

    I protect people from slipping
    on spills and make sure they 
    are cleaned up appropriately.

    I listen to what others 
    have to say

    I introduce myself and my 
    role when meeting new 
    people.

    I reduce clutter by
    placing items where
    they belong.

    I follow through on 
    commitments I make 
    to others.

    When I see faulty equipment
    or furniture, I take it out of 
    service & call the appropriate 
    department for repairs.

    I ask questions to be
    sure we understand 
    each other.

    I honor others' need for 
    and right to privacy 
    and confidentiality.

    I wear my badge where
    it can easily be read 
    by others.

    I coordinate my work 
    and cooperate to get 
    the job done well.

    I wash my hands to protect
    myself and others from 
    infection.

    I have the courage to 
    speak honestly and 
    directly.

    I inform others of wait times
    and delays.

    I maintain good 
    personal hygiene.

    I treat co-workers as 
    professionals and 
    recognize their 
    expertise

    I keep fire exits and 
    walkways clear.

    I respond to others' 
    requests in a 
    timely manner.

    I give directions and escort 
    people whenever possible.

    When I see litter, I 
    dispose of it properly.

    I ask for help when I 
    need it, and offer help
    when possible.

    I observe meeting, 
    elevator, telephone, 
    and e-mail etiquette.

    When I see dirty areas, I 
    clean up what I can and 
    notify the appropriate 
    department for 
    additional service.

    I show my appreciation
    for a job well done.

    I conclude interactions by 
    asking if there is anything 
    more I can do to help.

    I clean up after myself.

    I safeguard others' 
    belongings.

To create a Best In the Nation Service Experience, I will...


